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As they say, the only constant is change
- and this is as true of the pool and spa
industry as any other.
This month, we’ve seen big changes in
our industry associations, with the SPASA
Alliance and the Swimming Pool Retail
Association (SPRAA) joining forces with
SPASA Australia to form a united front to
represent the industry.
At Pool+Spa, we’re constantly changing
too. While we continue to deliver relevant
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articles, case studies and new products, in
this issue we’re pleased to introduce a new
section: Letters to the Editor. I’ve received
so many thought-provoking emails and
comments on our social media sites over
the last few months that I thought it would
be a shame not to share these with you.
Quite unprompted, I’ve received comments
on Australian Standards and a few of our
articles, too. These have given me a deeper
insight into the industry and I hope they’ll
do the same for you.
Above all, this section is designed to be a
forum for your thoughts - so get involved.
I’m aware that opinions are pretty strongly
held in the pool and spa industry and it’s
great that so many people are willing to
join the conversation. So don’t be shy! If
you agree (or disagree) with something
we’ve written, or even if you just want to
bring attention a hot topic, drop me a line.
As with last issue, we’ve included an overview
of our latest Pool+Spa Industry Roundtable - this one examining filtration media.
As with our last Industry Roundtable, we’ll
follow this up with a dedicated newsletter on
the topic, with more in-depth articles, plus
perspectives from other industry experts. If
you’re not already signed up to receive our
newsletters, it takes just 60 seconds - visit
www.poolandspareview.com.au/subscribe.

Kind regards,

NOW in DIGITAL!
Your copy of Pool+Spa is now available as an online eMag.

http://www.poolandspareview.com.au/latest_issues
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Alice Richard
Editor
arichard@westwickfarrow.com.au

I N D U ST RY R O U N DTA B L E

FILTRATION MEDIA

THE GOOD,
THE BAD
AND THE
SLUDGY
Alice Richard

Zeolite, perlite, crushed glass, glass beads, diatomaceous earth things have certainly changed from the days when the only options
were sand, sand or sand. So what does the filtration media landscape
look like now? We invited three filtration experts to join our second
Industry Roundtable to share their knowledge on the topic.
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ilter media offerings have
come a long way from Roman times when sand was
used to filter water for bathing and drinking. Over the
years, the industry has seen a number
of filtration products gain favour and
lose it again.
Our Industry Roundtable experts Peter Rabbidge from Zelbrite, Grant
Brooks from Maytronics and Gavin
Roberts from Davey - each have different perspectives on the past, present
and future of filtration media in both
residential and commercial markets.

“Residentially, the consumers are after
something a little bit different, whether it
be for environmental concerns or whether
it be for water clarity. And I think for ease
of use, media filters [are] by far [more
popular],” said Brooks.
“In my time at PoolRite, the change
from cartridge to media filters was just
phenomenal. I’ve been building pools for
the last three years and built pools for
four or five years before that as well, and
I remember the first time I got into pool
building, everything was cartridge. This time
around, it would’ve been 99% that went
media filters.”

Changing tastes

Commercial applications

“Glass is an expensive product, but it
really comes down to right now what
people like or what the shops or the builders are actually offering,” said Roberts.
“The one thing that I do see is the
swing from sand; there’s a lot of people
moving away from sand. That’s only
due to, like I said before, shops and
pool builders preferring to use other
products,” said Roberts.
“A lot more people, I would say, are
using glass. Glass seems to be the
technology that’s the in thing at the
moment.
“If you go into a lot of shops, you’ll
find that a lot of shops stock all three
medias. So they’ll stock sand; they’ll
stock Zelbrite and the glass. I sell all
three and I sell a fair bit of Zelbrite,
whereas at the moment I’m selling a
fair bit of glass as well.”
“I would think that sand is possibly
going to lose its market share. I think
that people are looking for something
that’s better,” said Rabbidge.

“I’ve been through enough commercial
plants to know that some guys just do it
[backwash] because it’s written up on the
wall that you do it every Wednesday at this
time,” said Brooks.
Brooks said he was involved in a Sydney
Water project that aimed to reduce water
consumption in commercial pools during a
particularly tough dry spell.
“They explored a dozen or two dozen
ways of reducing water use in commercial
facilities, and it wasn’t just media beds. So
we went through that whole process and it
was quite scary. They could immediately get
water savings by just backwashing according
to the pressure. So [the idea was] when a
vessel gets to a certain point, let’s backwash.
“But that’s got its own little problems,
without getting right into it, but there’s
certain water quality they must adhere to
in a commercial situation. So the filters
may be clean, but their TDS [total dissolved solids] may exceed the levels that
are allowed, and they have to dilute the
water. You’ve got no option. You’re forced

to backwash for the sake of diluting the
water. So there are different reasons as
to why you’d backwash.
“In a residential operation, it’s a
lot easier. You can tell the customer,
‘Backwash until the sight glass is clear’
and move on. But commercially it’s a
very different ball game.”
“But commercially, too, they have to
pay to bring the water in, which you do
with water rates, but they have to pay
to put the water out. It’s expensive,”
said Rabbidge.
“And even though people have come
up with a suitable solution to be able to
recycle that backwash water, it’s really
taboo. They won’t accept it. And it’s
mainly because Sydney Water doesn’t
want that to happen because they
want to sell water. It doesn’t matter
how much water they’ve got - I mean,
Warragamba can be half bloody empty
and they still won’t agree to it. Out
in the country, there’s a lot of illegal
water recycling systems.”
“I think, especially in NSW, the commercial industry is - let’s say - tightly
networked between a few people. So
whenever a new centre comes up - or
even a refurb - there’s only a handful
of people that are involved in speccing
that out. So whatever their preference
is, that’s what’s going to drive that
plant room,” said Brooks.

Education
“The benefits to the customer I don’t
think are explained when a new pool
is built, or when a shop is selling the
product,” said Roberts.
So, who needs to be educated - retailers and pool builders, or consumers?

OUR PANEL

Grant Brooks
NSW & Asia Export Manager, Maytronics
12+ years’ industry experience.
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Peter Rabbidge
Sales Manager, Zelbrite
35 years’ industry experience

Gavin Roberts
Account Manager Pool & Spa NSW, Davey
10.5 years’ industry experience.
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I THINK WE HAVE SOME OF THE STRICTEST COMMERCIAL
REGULATIONS IN THE WORLD, DEFINITELY, FOR
FILTRATION RATES, FOR TURNOVER AND FOR WATER
QUALITY.

“That’s a tough one, because we
educate the builders and we educate the
shops. I think probably more could be
done to educate the consumer, from a
shop and a pool builder’s point of view,
but, like I said before, a lot of it comes
down to what they prefer to use. When
you’re building a pool, a lot of people
don’t even take into account what pool
gear is being installed; they trust what
the builder’s installed.
“There’s a lot of choices out there to
be made and I think it just comes down
to what the individual wants and what
information they can gather. Remember
that most consumers these days are more
educated as far as using the internet
and doing a lot of reading before they
go ahead to actually purchase a product,
with anything these days. And I think
it’s the same in the pool industry. They
do the same thing, with the internet,
magazines, papers. If they want to get
a pool, that’s what they do. So there’s
a lot of research.
“People just are educating themselves
more and they’re definitely making decisions from what they’re educating themselves on.”

The red tape
“I think we have some of the strictest
commercial regulations in the world, definitely, for filtration rates, for turnover and
for water quality,” said Brooks.
“We probably lead the world there,
I think. I think Germany is probably up
there too. We have very strict combined
allowances, for combined chlorine, control
of that. I know WA has some very, very
strict state regulations as well for turnover
rates and for filter area. NSW has probably got one of the strictest chemical - or
pool balance - regulations.”
“NSW Health is probably a leader in
that area. They’re also probably one of
the most difficult ones to deal with if you
have to deal with them,” said Roberts.
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“The only thing in Europe is their TDS.
They won’t tolerate it, and that’s why you’ll
find that liquid chlorine’s not being used
over there,” said Rabbidge.
“Their demands as far as TDS are way,
way lower than ours. From what I’ve read,
the conditions or what they demand of
a TDS, you could not achieve it if you’re
using calcium hypochlorite.
“If you look at best practices, I think
that WA [regulations], probably more and
more people are following that,” said
Rabbidge.
“More and more the other states are
already taking it on. And I think you’ll
find that most people - even though you
only have to meet, say, a NSW standard
or a Queensland standard - they’ll spec
to WA [standard],” said Brooks.
“Because Chadson filters come out
of Western Australia, their flow rates
and pump sizes and everything else is
worked around what they have to do in
WA. Consequently, because of that they
sell their filters in the eastern states
and people are picking up on doing that.
And I applaud them for it and I think it’s
excellent. And it’s probably going to save
an awful lot of problems in the long run,”
said Rabbidge.

Cartridge filters: a dying
breed?
Despite cartridge filters being less widely
used than in the past, our roundtable
participants still believe there’s a place
for them.
“I wouldn’t say cartridges are on the
way out. There’s a lot of situations where
you can’t use sand or you can’t use
Zelbrite. So cartridge filters aren’t on the
way out,” said Roberts.
“They’re always going to have a place
for new pools and for retrofits on pools as
well. With some places you can’t backwash.
When you can’t get a line to the street
or [if you have a pool] in a country/rural
area you can’t backwash when there’s a

creek or something like that and you’ve
got a saltwater pool. You don’t have to
backwash with a cartridge filter.
“There’s a place for them in pools and
retrofit pools for today. They’re probably
a more expensive long-term option. But
if you keep your filter clean, you’ll get
good life out of your filter.”
“I don’t think media filters are suitable for small spas, purely and simply
because of the amount of water that’s
used to backwash them. I think that’s
where cartridge filters come into their
element,” said Rabbidge.
“You don’t see too many cartridge
filters on commercial pools. There are
some very large cartridge filters used
on domestic pools, but, by gee, you’d
have to be Hercules to pull them out to
clean them.
“Now, backwash lines - and this is in
broad terms - need to be as short as
possible, as straight as possible, and
the worst thing you can do is to run
them uphill. Because that creates back
pressure and when you’ve got back pressure, that filter’s not going to backwash
particularly well.
“A lot of people don’t realise that every
90° elbow is the equivalent of another
length of pipe - another six metres. Now,
10 metres is about the maximum for a
really efficient backwash line. So if you
have 8 metres and you’ve got 4 elbows,
you’ve really got a problem.”

ROUNDTABLE
Stay tuned for our dedicated filter media
Industry Roundtable newsletter, where we’ll
have more in-depth articles about filter media,
plus some insight from other industry experts.
How do you think filter media will change in
the future? Get in touch!
ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.
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Do you have an opinion on a hot topic in the pool and spa industry?
Get in touch! Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

Tisherman wrong on 3D designs

Swimming ponds: the real chlorine-free pools

With regards to your article ‘Designing pools?

After reading articles in the Pool+Spa ‘Future of chlorine’ feature, I’d like to inform those inter-

Go back to school’, this is the part where David

ested in low-chemical swimming pools that there is an alternative to the concept of sanitised

Tisherman is completely wrong. Interesting

swimming pool water.

article but when he gets to this part [about

There are unsanitised, organic swimming pools that produce very much alive, very healthy, and

drawing by hand vs computer] it is very clear

very clear water. This is achieved without ever adding a single chemical to the water. Basically,

that any 3D virtual reality design will blow his

a habitat is constructed, and a low-powered pump circulates the water, allowing microscopic

colour pencils out of the water!

flora and fauna to flourish, regenerating the water naturally. In Europe where these pools took

Let’s face it, David - the computer is much

off in the early eighties, ‘natural swimming pools’ or ‘swimming ponds’ have been the most

faster and will give more visualisation to any

common names used.

person. You’re stuck in the old school world

I have read with interest over the years about the battle against chlorine and other nasty

and it’s just a bait and hook method to sell

chemicals used in swimming pools. As a result, there are so many different products on the

your $5000 course! I would say learn how to

market these days that ultimately do the same thing: kill everything in the water stone dead.

use the computer.

Properly built natural swimming pools - or swimming ponds, or organic pools - cannot be beaten

Kayne Marzetti
Pool Design Consultant Inc.
www.pooldesignconsultant.com

when it comes to chemical-free swimming. They are real chemical-free pools.
This type of pool is still rare in Australia, and although not suited to every situation will be the
answer to many people’s quest for the ultimate chemical-free swim.
It would be great to see some of the big names in Australian swimming pools take a leap and

I agree with Kayne. 3D software for final presentation and construction documents is by far
the better choice. Mr Marzetti’s portfolio, and I
believe 30 years of education, speaks for itself.

have a serious look at natural pools.

Jeff Knox
Riverwater Pools
www.riverwaterpools.com.au

Hand drawings in the field for the initial consultation have their place, but those skills can

Chlorine never goes out of style

be learned via the internet and a little practice.

I agree chlorine is here to stay in the pool industry and drinking water treatment as well.

However, Mr Tisherman, whom I have met and

In 2000, LIFE magazine called the use of chlorine as a disinfectant one of the greatest inventions

is a very smart guy, is correct in his assertion

of all time. The negatives of chlorine are mainly from disinfection by-products. When proactive

that a good education in proper design prin-

measures are taken to reduce the source of contamination, less chlorine is needed and it works

ciples and architectural styles is the backbone

very effectively.

of what makes an individual a designer or just

I believe something we will see in the future is improved form factors for the introduction and

an excellent installer.

dosing of chlorine in commercial pools. One example based on a technology already used for

As a ‘newbie’ designer, I have noticed that

disinfection of drinking water is chlorine molecules attached to a bed of beads; water passes

most home owners and especially contractors

through and is disinfected. While a residual of chlorine will always be needed in pools, having

are reluctant to move away from the ‘same ole,

a filter that is treated with chlorine or surfaces that release disinfectant could lower the amount

same ole’, resulting in the ‘same ole, same ole’.

needed and prevent algae or biofilm growths.

My point being, education is the difference. It

New technologies in the pool industry such as the use of UV and ozone as secondary sanitisers

allows the designer the ability to say “No, this

will again only serve to reinforce the effectiveness of chlorine. Both chlorine and water are two of

is better” and be able to explain why, reminding

the most amazing creations known, for both water and chlorine will always act in the same manner

the client why they hired you. It’s a win-win for

based on what they come in contact with. When chlorine comes in contact with contaminated

everyone. On the other hand I would like to

water it will act largely as an oxidiser to destroy and remove the contaminant. The hydrogen and

remind Mr Tisherman that very few of us get

oxygen present in water all serve as a part of the process whether it is to oxidise or sanitise.

to regularly work with clients that can afford

Chlorine properly used in well-managed water will never go out of style and will always be a

three or four hundred thousand dollar pools.

regulatory requirement.

Brandon Paul
Coastal Hardscape Supply Owner/Designer
www.coastalhardscapesupply.com

Terry Arko
Halosource, Inc.
www.halosource.com
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YOUR SAY

MAKING WAVES
Swimming pools responsible for 70% of drowning deaths in under-fives
Interestingly, Sunday was identified as the day most likely for a
drowning incident to occur. A quarter of all drowning deaths took place
on a Sunday - 67 deaths in total.
To download the full Royal Life Saving National Drowning Report
2014, click here.

© Frantab/Dollar Photo Club

The Royal Life Saving National Drowning Report 2014 shows a “moderate
but promising” 10% improvement on the 2013 report. Between 1 July
2013 and 30 June 2014, 266 people drowned in Australian waterways
- the lowest number of drowning deaths recorded in the past 12 years.
Of the 266 incidents of drowning in 2013/14, 39% of these occurred
in inland waterways. However, swimming pools still continue to pose the
biggest risk for children under five, accounting for 70% of all drowning
deaths in this age group in 2013/14.
Despite a spike in 2012/13, there has been a reduction in the number
of drowning deaths among children under five, the report shows. Twenty
children under the age of five died from drowning in 2013/14 - the lowest
number on record since 1995.
While inland waterways claimed the most lives in 2013/14, swimming
pools overtook beaches as the location with the second-highest number
of drowning deaths. In 2013/14, 39 people drowned in swimming pools,
while 34 drowned at Australian beaches. Swimming pools were involved
in 15% of all drowning deaths.

Executive of the Year finalist

Pool Ranger and Waterco to distribute MineralChlor

Blue Haven Pools Managing Director Remonda
Martinez has been named as a finalist in the
2014 CEO Magazine Executive of the Year
Awards. Martinez is the only female finalist
in the Construction Executive of the Year
category.
Martinez is the daughter of industry
stalwart Ray Awadallah, who started the Blue
Haven Pools business in the 1970s.
“Swimming pools are definitely in my blood
- I started working for my dad at Blue Haven
Pools when I was 14 and learned the ropes at
a very young age,” Martinez said.
In 2011, Martinez took over Blue Haven
Pools as managing director. Aiming to return
Blue Haven Pools to its origins as a family
owned and operated business, Martinez bought
out all Blue Haven Pools franchises.
The winners of the Executive of the Year
Awards will be announced on 27 November
2014.
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Pool Ranger and Waterco have announced a distribution agreement that will see both companies
distribute the MineralChlor chlorinator from Australian Innovative Systems (AIS).
According to Pool Ranger Managing Director Michael Griffin, the deal is a “great fit” as Pool
Ranger and Waterco together will give MineralChlor great market coverage.
“ We a r e e x c i t e d t o d i s t r i b u t e a
groundbreaking product such as MineralChlor,”
said Waterco Managing Director Bryan Goh.
“We were impressed by its ability to generate
chlorine with a TDS of just 2500.”
Mineral pools are gaining popularity
as demand increases for an alternative to
traditional saltwater chlorination - and, in
particular, chlorinators that run on lower total
dissolved solids (TDS). MineralChlor works
effectively with magnesium, potassium and/or
calcium chlorides as well as being compatible
with traditional sodium chloride pools.
The system can also reportedly save
up to 25% in electrical consumption when
compared with similar systems, as well as
decreasing wear and tear on pool filters,
pumps and the pool surround as a whole.
To enquire about MineralChlor through
Waterco, call 02 9898 8686 or email
administration@waterco.com. To enquire
about MineralChlor through Pool Ranger, call
02 9979 3490 or email poolranger@bigpond. Pool Ranger’s Michael Griffin (left)
with Waterco’s Bryan Goh.
com.
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McCardel to attempt 128 km Bahamas
swim
Ultramarathon swimmer Chloë McCardel has announced plans
to complete the longest solo, continuous, unassisted marathon
swim in open water in history. The world-record-breaking 128
km swim will commence at the southern tip of the Bahamas,
just off the island of Eleuthera, finishing at the island of Nassau.
It is expected to take up to 48 hours to complete.
McCardel has crossed the English Channel seven times,
facing the risk of hypothermia. While the warmer Caribbean
waters reduces this risk, McCardel will face a host of other
potential dangers: heat stress, sharks, jellyfish, sunburn and
strong currents.
When attempting to swim from Cuba to the US in 2013,
McCardel had to end the attempt after suffering severe
envenomation from multiple poisonous jellyfish stings, 11 hours
into the swim.
In the Bahamas swim, McCardel will swim under official
Marathon Swimmers Federation (MSF) rules that prevent her
from touching her support boat and only permit the wearing of
bathers, goggles and a swim cap.
“Nothing can temper my resolve to make this attempt my
strongest yet,” she said.
“All the previous setbacks have been due to nature’s
conditions, rather than due to my personal preparation, strength
and endurance. This time, I think we’ve got the venue correct,
and swimming at the end of October should deal us the perfect
conditions. I’m determined to do it.”
Recently, McCardel set the record for the longest swim in a
swim spa. The Melbourne swim took 16 hours and was achieved
while swimming in Lo-Chlor’s chlorine-free AquaSpa.
Lo-Chlor has wished McCardel success with her forthcoming
record attempt.
“Having Chloë as the ambassador of our company and our
products is truly exciting and makes the team at Lo-Chlor and its
national dealers extremely proud,” said Paul Simons, managing
director of Lo-Chlor Chemicals.
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MAKING WAVES
Hat trick for Sydney pool builder
Sydney pool builder Crystal Pools scored a hat trick at the Master
Builders Australia (MBA) Excellence in Housing Awards, taking out
the prize for the Commercial Pools, Display Pools and Water Features
categories.
The company won the Excellence in Commercial Pools category for
its work on the 25 m pool at Crown Top Ryde. The pool features a fully
tiled interior with timber deck surrounds and frameless glass fencing.
An infinity edge spills over three sides of the pool and adjoining spa.
A rooftop water feature on top of the atrium roof in One Central
Park shopping centre won the Water Feature category. The company’s
display pool at a Metricon display home in Greenhills secured the
Display Pool prize.
“We worked so hard to get things right on these larger projects,”
said Crystal Pools’ Commercial Director Paul Hicken. “It’s a fantastic
result for the company and I’m so proud of them.”
Established nearly 60 years ago, Crystal Pools has won more than
120 major state, national and international pool awards. The company’s
commercial division recently completed the 2018 Commonwealth Games
Aquatic Complex on the Gold Coast.

Crystal Pools Commercial
Director Paul Hicken receiving an award at the
MBA Excellence in Housing
Awards.

S.R. Smith appoints IQ & Pierce as Evoheat launches sister company
In response to the growing demand for cogeneration and trigeneration
exclusive national distributor
International Quadratics (IQ) & Pierce Pool Supplies has been appointed
as the exclusive national distributor of the S.R. Smith product range.
IQ has been a distributor of S.R. Smith Disability Lifts for a number of
years and is Australia’s largest distributor of products from Anti-Wave
Australia, which was recently acquired by S.R. Smith.
The S.R. Smith product range is of interest to retail pool shops and
pool builders. Products include:
• Stainless steel handrails and ladders
• Pool slides and games
• Domestic diving boards
“IQ and Pierce Pool Supplies is a natural fit for us. Their understanding
and hands-on approach to the domestic and commercial market is a
comfort of great value,” said Keith Hall, the managing director of S.R.
Smith Australia.
“We are excited to be able to support the release of these new
products to Australian shores,” said Eddie Lloyd, IQ and Pierce Pool
Supplies’ marketing manager.
“All the products are highly visually appealing and offer first-class
finishing. We will be launching an introductory offer to pool shops and
builders very soon, so watch this space.”
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systems in the pool and spa industry, Evo Industries has launched a
new business.
Better known as Evoheat, Evo Industries is a well-known commercial
and domestic heat pump specialist. This year marks the inception of
Evoheat’s sister company Evo Energy Technologies.
The new company offers specialist cogeneration, trigeneration and
energy reclaim equipment for the commercial leisure industry and all
other allied industries. Evo Energy Technologies has launched with a
partnership with 2G Germany, a supplier of combined heat and power
technology in Europe for the past 10 years.
“Combining Evo’s technical and industry knowledge with 2G’s global
reputation means big business for Australia’s burgeoning sustainability
sector,” said Evo Energy Technologies Director Travis McNeil.
Evo Energy Technologies provides businesses with turnkey solutions
for multipurpose, multi-industry requirements.
“We are very excited about the future. Our market-leading technology
and quality means excellent value for our clients. In the coming year, we
will continue to develop innovative products that provide tangible returns
in energy efficiency and reduced environmental impact,” said McNeil.
For more information, visit the Evo Energy Technologies website:
www.evoet.com.au.
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GETTING TO KNOW ...
I’ve had a pretty extensive career in the retail industry, including some 30odd years with Coles Myer group, where I held a number of senior executive
positions, including managing director of Target Australia.
I left the Coles Myer Group in 2001 and set up my own business. I sold
that in 2007 and my wife and I spent a year travelling around Australian in a
caravan. When I came back I joined Clark Rubber. My association with SPRAA
[the Swimming Pool Retail Association Australia] started about a year after that.
A number of us - John O’Brien from PoolWerx, Chris Fitzmaurice from Swimart,
Lindsay McGrath from BioLab and myself from Clark Rubber - had a meeting
one day and discovered that we all had the same problem: we couldn’t get
competent pool technicians when we needed them. As a result of that, SPRAA
was formed.
When kids come out of school they want to be a plumber, an electrician,
a carpenter - there’s a whole lot of trades for them, but there was no trade
for pool technicians. And so SPRAA was formed and we set about trying to
professionalise that part of the industry.
We worked with the Construction and Property Services Industry Skills Council and we finally got the position ‘pool technician’ recognised, and now we’ve
got a Cert III and a Cert IV in Swimming Pool and Spa Technician qualification
recognised and endorsed by the federal government.
We then worked with a number of RTOs to help them develop the content to
deliver that qualification and we’re now working with state government bodies
to have traineeships approved in each state. We’ve got four states over the
line; we’ve got a couple to go, but that will happen over the next six months.
A big challenge facing the industry is keeping abreast of new technologies.
Our members need to keep abreast of those changes so that when they’re
dealing with the consumer, they’re giving them the right information.
That’s where I see SPASA Australia playing a role. We represent the three
parts of the industry: the pool builders; the pool retailers and aftermarket; and
the suppliers and manufacturers. The suppliers and manufacturers are developing this new technology. We can develop training opportunities for members to
understand, sell and maintain these new products.
I have been active over the last couple of years in bringing together the disparate associations that represent the industry. I was delighted with the recent
announcement regarding the uniting of SPASA Australia, SPRAA (Swimming Pool
Retail Association of Australia) and SPASA NSW [SPASA Alliance]. This news
will be of great benefit to the future of the industry.
It’s important to recognise that this is a seasonal business. You really have
to make hay while the sun shines. You’ve got to put the effort in during the
summer, because in winter, you’re not going to be anywhere near as busy.
The other bit of advice I always give is, when you’re making all that money,
put a little bit of it away to cover the winter when you’re not going to be making that money, otherwise you’ll find yourself with cashflow issues and maybe
delaying paying your suppliers. This has a domino effect on the industry.
The thing I enjoy most about this job is that the people in the pool and
spa industry are really, really good people, and I really enjoy that interaction.
I’m honoured to have been given this role and I look forward to the challenges ahead.
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GARY NYE
SPASA Australia CEO

Starting out in the retail industry,
Gary Nye became Chief Operating
Officer of Clark Rubber in 2008.
A founding member of SPRAA,
Gary was recently announced as
the new CEO of SPASA Australia.
He offers some advice to industry
newcomers and outlines his vision
for SPASA Australia.
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

PROJECT COMPLETE
TILING THE MARINA BAY SANDS
POOL IN THE SKY
L AT I C R E T E m a t e r i a l s
were selected for architect
Moshe Safdie’s ambitious
infinity-edge pool design
that spans three 55-storey
hotel skyscrapers on top
of the Marina Bay Sands
hotel. Measuring over three
times that of an Olympicsized swimming pool
on a cantilevered rooftop
observation deck, the Sands
SkyPark signature design
element was no ordinary pool
tile application.
In concert with the need
for a lightweight roof deck
material, the LATICRETE specification for the 254,000 stone and mosaic
glass tiles took a slightly different path to achieve the same highperformance results. Safdie’s elaborate pool that connects the towers
would ultimately rely on the pioneering epoxy adhesive technology
developed by LATICRETE.
The elevated swimming pool construction project on the cantilevered
360° view observation deck faced the additional challenges provided
by being suspended 200 metres above ground, across three separate
structures. For most typical pools, the LATICRETE specification would
have included one of two anti-fracture and waterproofing membranes
- 9235 Waterproofing Membrane or HYDRO BAN.
Due to the unique structural design, weight and stresses placed
on the three buildings, it was necessary to bond the tile directly to
the stainless steel pool shell. To accomplish this task, LATAPOXY 300
Adhesive, a high-strength 100% solids epoxy adhesive, was chosen
based on its ability to bond to stainless steel.
Concern over the deflection between the towers and weight meant
the pool system was fabricated as three separate stainless steel vessels
connected by three 4-ton stainless steel terraces. Stainless steel was
selected because it provided the structural integrity necessary for the
project without the additional weight of concrete.
After consulting with LATICRETE technical services at world
headquarters, LATICRETE Southeast Asia supplied LATAPOXY 300
Adhesive to install the natural stone and glass mosaic tiles directly on
the stainless steel.
Singapore’s monsoon-influenced weather meant work would
commence on the project at 6 o’clock each evening to avoid the heat
and high humidity during the day.
SPECTRALOCK PRO Grout was specified for dense, flush tile grout
joints in the submerged application. It is able to withstand the chemicals
added to the water to keep it balanced.
“Based on our experience with swimming pool installations, we were
contacted by the US manufacturer of the stainless steel enclosures,”
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said Art Mintie, director
of LATICRETE Technical
Services.
“With the observation
deck stretching across the
towers at that height, the
concern was the weight of
the structure and threat of
deflection from the swaying
towers to the finished tile
assembly.
“Cement and other
commonly used materials for
building most pool structures
simply wouldn’t be the right
fit. It was a global effort that
we worked on with our team
in Southeast Asia. Using the LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive gave us the
bond strength and flexibility required in a product that’s proven to be
very successful for installing tiles over stainless steel.”
When the tile grouting was complete, the entire high-stress
continuous submersion application used LATICRETE 9118 Primer to
create a stronger bond with LATICRETE Latasil at all pipe penetrations,
changes in plane and expansion joints. Latasil, a 100% silicone sealant,
offers good flexibility and helps further protect the rooftop infinity-edge
pool system.
LATICRETE has a long history of use in Singapore, first being
used in the country in the late 1970s. The company has also recently
launched the LATICRETE Innovation Centre, which provides a resource,
development and manufacturing hub for Singapore and Peninsular
Malaysia.
The company’s products were a natural choice for use in the Marina
Bay Sands hotel, given the challenges of installing the world’s largest
elevated outdoor pool at the most expensive mixed-use hotel casino
destination ever built.
“This is by far the most interesting and important swimming pool
project in the world for the last two years,” said LATICRETE International
President Erno de Brujn.
“It’s an architectural wonder. For building projects like this one they
select only the best products. It’s really a confirmation for us that the
industry has recognised the quality of products from LATICRETE and
our expertise in swimming pool applications.”
Project details:
• Supplier: LATICRETE Southeast Asia
• Architect: Moshe Safdie
• Installer: Ssangyong Engineering Construction
• Local architect: Aedas, Singapore
• Pool tiles: Tile of Spain
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au
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FREEFLO

®

SALT CHLORINATOR
AUTO CELL WITH TIMER

THE FREEFLO SALT CHLORINATOR IS DESIGNED FOR ROBUST RELIABILITY
AND EASY OPERATION TO GIVE YOU MANY YEARS OF TROUBLE FREE SERVICE!
Features & Benefits
• “Simple but Reliable”
• Low salt operation: 3500-4500ppm (0.35% - 0.45%)
• Over temperature protection
• High efficiency toroidal transformer
• Premium grade titanium cell
• Over current protection

• High quality Panasonic timer
• Silicon controlled rectification
• Very high chlorine production
• Acrylic weather shield
• High impact ABS plastic cell housing
• Manufactured in Australia

For more information visit PENTAIRPOOL.COM.AU

Are You
Wasting Time
Testing Pool
and Spa Water?
“It takes me only 60 seconds
to do 9 different tests.”

PRODUCT
PAVILION

DIGITAL WIRELESS THERMOMETER
Pool Systems’ Digital Wireless Thermometer monitors and
displays water temperatures with an outdoor to indoor range
of 23 m.
It has a large, user-friendly digital temperature display on both
the remote display and floating thermometer. The probe length
was designed to prevent it from being sucked into the skimmer.
The thermometer is water, UV and chemical resistant.
Pool Systems
www.poolsystems.com.au

If you are cleaning test tubes, crushing tablets or
waiting for reagents to react then the answer is
probably yes. That’s the old way of doing things.
The new way is LaMotte’s WaterLink Spin: A gamechanging photometer that takes little effort and just 60
seconds to accurately and comprehensively analyse a
water sample and produce a treatment report.
At the same time as it improves the standard of your
water testing, WaterLink Spin will free your employees
to spend more time with your customers, and take the
frustration of ‘cocktail waitress’ water testing out of their
days.
WaterLink Spin uses LaMotte’s famous DataMate
water testing software which is cloud-based so you can
monitor water testing at remote locations from a central
office.

THIXOTROPIC EPOXY ADHESIVE
Bisazza Australia has launched eGlue, a high-performance
thixotropic epoxy adhesive for Bisazza glass mosaics. It is
suitable for laying mosaic tiles outdoors on different substrates such as glass, wood, metal and cement, including
concrete, smooth untreated plaster and screed.
The product can be used in damp environments such
as bathrooms and showers as it is impermeable to water
and resistant to steam. The white, lowodour adhesive offers good
mechanical resistance
and no vertical slip.
It has good resistance to chemical agents and
adheres well to
different surface
types. It is suitable for ap-

For more information email
Vendart Pty Ltd on sales@vendart.
com.au or call our technical sales
desk on (02) 9450-0466.

plication temperatures of
+15 to +30°C and is walkable after 24 h and groutable
after 12 h.
Bisazza Australia
www.bisazza.com

Distributed exclusively by
Vendart Pty Ltd
P 02 9450 0466
F 02 9450 0755
www.vendart.com.au
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COGENERATION

IS
COGENERATION
RIGHT
FOR MY COMMERCIAL POOL BUSINESS?
FOUR VITAL QUESTIONS TO ASK
© freeimages.com/profile/Stephen D Gibson

Athena Dennis

Combined heat and power (CHP) has been progressively gaining ground throughout Europe and the
US for the past decade. In the past year or so, the Australian commercial leisure industry has been
catching up. Cogeneration and trigeneration technology delivers decentralised power generation that
drastically reduces energy costs for resorts, swimming pools and leisure centres.

T

his power plant produces multiple forms of energy from
a single input. The most common is natural gas-powered
CHP, which produces power and heat, while trigeneration
produces chilled water as the third output. This brings huge
financial savings to businesses, as well as creating nearperfect energy efficiency (total energy efficiency of 90% or more).
The principle is deceptively simple. Extra energy that would
otherwise be wasted is recovered and used. However, there are
many complex technical, regulatory and financial elements to this
technology that should first be considered. Would cogeneration
work in your facility? Read on to discover the right questions to
ask that will illuminate the more complex aspects of a cogeneration feasibility assessment.

What is the facility’s energy use profile?
There’s no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to cogeneration
and trigeneration. The system type will change according to the size
of your facility and specific energy profile. This energy profile encompasses thermal needs such as heating, domestic hot water and cooling, process heating and cooling, along with electricity consumption.
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What technical aspects should be considered?
It isn’t a good idea to base project feasibility solely on monthly
usage summaries (ie, total electricity or gas consumption for
the month), rather than hourly usage profiles. Once a thorough
evaluation of usage is completed, the process can move forward
with a basic feasibility assessment and the right system size.
Other important factors include space requirements, location,
coincident load profile, installation details, connectivity with
other buildings in the facility and the type of fuel available.
Of course, when the sizing is all wrong for a facility, it can
make a CHP system operate like an expensive generator that is
not saving you any money. That’s why it’s essential to conduct
a thorough assessment of the gas and electricity usage of the
facility, along with intensive load profile modelling.

Which regulatory factors should be
considered?
Common regulatory issues include utility, emission and noise
regulations. These considerations will impact the overall project
feasibility and the type and size of the cogeneration plant.
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A containerised CHP.

Graph charting CO2 emissions.

An open-frame CHP.

All images courtesy of Evo Energy Technologies.

What are the financial considerations?
Financial considerations include the availability of government
incentives at a local, state and federal level; current electricity
and gas costs; and thermal energy costs. Also important in this
assessment are the capital outlay costs and the costs for ongoing
maintenance of the plant.
Cogeneration and trigeneration offer energy efficiency of 90%
or more compared to fossil fuel-powered plants, which have a
30-40% maximum efficiency. These plants are an attractive option
for the commercial leisure industry because of their significantly
lower energy costs and clean energy methodology.

By asking the right questions about the underlying financial,
technical and regulatory factors in a feasibility study, you will be
well prepared to determine the best system for your needs.
Nowadays, the Australian commercial pool industry needs clean
and financially viable energy solutions. Evo Energy Technologies
offers fully integrated power generation for leisure centres and
all other allied industries. To learn more, visit www.evoet.com.
au. To enquire about a feasibility assessment, visit www.evoet.
com.au/chp-feasibility.
Evo Energy Technologies
www.evoet.com.au

COMBAT RISING ENERGY
BILLS WITH VOLTAGE
STABILISATION
MAXIMUM
OUTPUT SUPPLY

253V

STILL RECEIVING

253V

SAVING
YOU UP
TO 20%

PHASE VOLTAGE
STABILISER
BILISER
NOW
REDUCES TO

YOUR EQUIPMENT
ONLY REQUIRES

220V
TO RUN
EFFICIENTLY

POWERSTATION

www.sce-energysolutions.com.au
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220V
IMPROVES
EQUIPMENT
LIFE

CONTACT US FOR AN EXPERT
APPRAISAL AND START SAVING
ON YOUR ELECTRICITY BILLS TODAY
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL
The Pentair QuickTouch II (QTII) is a programmable wireless remote
for control systems.
It is specifically intended to add convenience and portable control capabilities to Pentair’s SunTouch pool control system, which
previously lacked this capability. The remote is also compatible
with the company’s EasyTouch and IntelliTouch systems.
The remote controls up to four functions, including spa filtration/heating, spa lights, spa jets, pool lights, water features and
landscape lights. It has separate on/off buttons to give simple
control of each function.
The remote is effective up to 75 m from the pool equipment area.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
www.pentairpool.com

CHLORINATOR
AND MINERAL
SALT RANGE
Zodiac has updated its TRi Series with
the TRi-XO CrossOver series chlorinator.
The chlorinator’s software has been designed to configure to either
traditional salt-based chlorination or ‘crossover’ to the method of using mineral salts. The software can be reset at any time if the user
wishes to reconfigure it.
The company has also released a line of mineral-based salts called
Element. The mineral salts are a sodium-based, magnesium-enriched
blend that is claimed to make the bathing experience more enjoyable
for a range of skin types.
There are two products in the range: Element Activate and Element
mineral salts. The Element Activate blend is used when converting
a salt pool; Element can be used in any new pool or an existing
manually chlorinated pool.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
www.zodiac.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
POOL SLIDE
The TurboTwister pool slide from SR
Smith is more than 2.5 m in height and
accommodates sliders up to 124 kg. It
is manufactured of sturdy, roto-moulded
material for strength and durability, as
well as resistance to corrosion from harsh
climates and pool environments.
Filter Max Series

MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured
from high density food grade. Polyethylene
suitable for high performance & reliability.

To ensure safety, the slide has an enclosed ladder, moulded handgrips and
wide integrated stair steps. In addition,
it complies with US Consumer Safety
Standards for swimming pool slides by
meeting 48 performance requirements
concerning manufacturing, design and
construction.
The slide is available in Australia through
major swimming pool product distributors.
For more information, including product specifications, AutoCAD drawings

EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump

This pump delivers high flow & energy efficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring
lock seal designed to eliminate suction
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

and details of distributors, visit the company’s website: www.srsmith.com/au.
S R Smith
www.srsmith.com/au

LEAF TRAPPER
Constructed of high-impact polypropylene, the
Waterco C50 Leaf Trapper’s housing is a one-piece
mould design, able to withstand up to 350 kPa
(50 psi). It incorporates a durable bag filter,
which ensures it can trap leaves and course
debris prior to it entering a pool’s finer
filtration system.
E-Lunnen Underwater Light

The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less
energy than your traditional Halogen underwater light. Continuous operation if a single LED
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences.
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from
continuous to fading in & out.

The combination of the filter and bag
make the leaf trapper suitable for areas
where leaves and other course matter falls
into the pool. The compact leaf tracker is particularly suited to use with negative edge pools and
those equipped with in-floor cleaning systems.
A clear polycarbonate lid makes quick visual
inspection possible without having to open the
lid. In addition, the design of the ergonomic
screw-down lid enables simple hand operation
and quick filter cleaning or replacement.
The large filter bag is made of high-strength,
durable nylon, which is easy to clean. The 800

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter

Designed for easy set-up above ground pool,
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an economical solution with user-friendly operation.
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swimming pool pump attached with base.

micron bag allows a full flow of water with minimal
resistance and has a holding capacity of 10 L.
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au

1300 293 633 info@emaux.com.au
www.emaux.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
LAMINATED FILTER
Focus Products has launched
the EVO range of media filters. The filters are made of
polyester resin and fibreglass
and feature an external layer
of coloured gel coating that
ensures durability.
The multi-port valve (MPV)
used on the Noria EVO:S650
laminated filter is the same as
the model used on the current
range. The EVO:S650 is available
with either a 40 or 50 mm MPV.
The laterals and all inner components are
manufactured using plastic resins that give long-term
reliability. The filters are supplied with an oil-filled pressure gauge and quality barrel unions.
The filter is designed for use with Noria FLO media.
Focus Products 1300 1 FOCUS

CEMENT-BASED GROUT
PERMACOLOR Grout is a high-performance cement-based
grout. It provides consistent colour while resisting efflorescence and blotchiness.
The grout contains an antimicrobial to protect against
stain-causing mould and mildew. It is easy to install, only
needing to be mixed with water, and is fast setting.
Available in 40 colours, the grout is suitable for swimming
pools, floors and walls in both interior and exterior installations.
PERMACOLOR is available through LATICRETE.
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au

Continuous
Duty Blowers
If you want efficient, reliable aeration,
along with quality advice and support,
ESAM is the blower for your business.
Benefits of ESAM blowers:
• Energy efficient aeration
• Delamination of temperature layers
• Smooth & quiet operation
• 5 Year warranty
• Induction motor (brushless)
…and service to you is our priority.

www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
Phone 03 9484 5719
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PRODUCT

HYDROPHOBIC SEALER FOR MASONRY
Efflock has released a second label under its brand - a Hydrophobic

PAVILION

Sealer for Masonry.
The sealer is a maximum concentrate; one part sealer is mixed
with nine parts water for pre-sealing or surface sealing of stone and
masonry. One litre of the sealer makes 10 litres of sealing liquid,
reducing plastic packaging, transport costs and emissions.
It is particularly suitable for use on highly porous stone and concrete, and offers good protection against salt absorption,
making it suitable for pool

COMMERCIAL
HEAT PUMP

surrounds.

Heatseeker Solaire Tita-

the sealer is cost effective and

nium Commercial Heat

long lasting.

P umps are available

Efflock

through Supreme Heating.

According to the company,

www.efflock.com.au

The pumps are designed to heat
the pool using elec-

tricity, delivering up to six times more energy

in heat than they consume in electricity. Heat pumps extract latent
heat that exists in the atmosphere. By using this process, the heat
pump units are energy efficient, with 80% of the required power
coming from the air.
The Heatseeker Solaire Titanium Commercial Heat Pumps have a
coefficient of performance (CoP) of greater than 6 at an air temperature of 26°C and a CoP of more than 4.5 at 15°C. The heat pumps
are rated at air temperatures of up to -7°C and still achieve a CoP
of greater than 3.
The heat pumps are manufactured using quality Japanese and
European components. The heat pumps’ heat exchanger is efficient
and does not rust or corrode.
The heat pumps also include accurate and durable commercial-grade
digital controllers, heat and cool mode, specific water flow switches,
high-capacity compressor capacitors and quiet operation. They are
manufactured with S316 stainless steel casings.
Supreme Heating
www.supremeheating.com.au

STAINLESS STEEL PIT GRATE AND DRAIN
Vincent Buda & Company has available a full stainless steel grate
and box that is suitable for pools and patios.
It is available in two sizes: 200 x 200 x 35 and 300 x 300 x 65 mm.
The drain base includes folds that aid the water flow to the outlet.
The base is fully welded and the grate is locked down to the base.
The grate is constructed of the company’s Heelguard material.
Made of 3 mm wedge wire with a 4 mm, the grate is welded with
cross braces and full edge bars around the perimeter of the drain. A
5 x 20 mm edge bar runs all the way around the grate.
Crossbars are spaced 25 mm apart. The tapered cross bars help
reduce the build-up of dirt and mud.
Vincent Buda & Company
www.showerdrains.com.au

Pool heating specialists
We can help you with your heating requirements
18 years of service in the Pool industry

SOLAR | GAS | HEAT PUMP

www.doublebaysolar.com.au | 1300 724 132 | sales@doublebaysolar.com.au
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The cleaner that cleans out the rest

Z

odiac, the leader in pool technology

cleaner to work multiple times a week, perfect

these cleaners hold extra water weight. The

and equipment supplies, has taken

for when you’re away from home.

Zodiac Lift System makes removal a whole

the Robotic pool market by storm
through the introduction and

Using patented Vortex Vacuum technology, the

lot easier by quickly removing water from the
cleaner during removal.

continued market dominance of the V4 4WD.

V4 4WD captures large debris other cleaners
struggle with, including gumnuts, twigs and

Once the cleaner is out of the pool, removal

The Zodiac V4 4WD is equipped with the

eucalyptus leaves, while ensuring constant

of debris is by far the easiest process when

smartest technology available today, making

suction power throughout the cleaning cycle.

compared to many other robotic pool cleaners

pool cleaning easier, ultra efficient and giving
you the cleanest pool on the block.

The 4-wheel automotive drive system ensures

It is equipped with a unique Waterproof

amazing manoeuvrability, making sure all

Kinetic Remote that lets you take control of

areas of your pool, such as the floors, walls,

your cleaner at the push of a button. Simply

steps and waterline, are cleaned.

direct the remote control where you want the

the cleaner overcomes all obstacles with

cleaner to go and the V4 4WD gets to work.

To make your days in the sun even more

Adding to the intelligence system is the

pick up and remove the cleaner with 20%

new eBox, an electronic control box that

less effort when taking the cleaner out of the

makes it easy to operate the cleaner. It is

pool. This feature has shown to be a huge

programmable for up to 7 days with multiple

success within the Pool trade. Today, many

settings and indicates when the filter is full.

robotic cleaners weigh upwards of 16 kg.

The Programmable feature lets you set the

When removing the cleaner from the pool,

on the market. Zodiac’s white glove approach
allows the consumer to take the canister out
of the cleaner, clip off the support and hose
out all debris, without ever touching any debris
within the canister.

relaxing, a patented Lift System also lets you

For more information on the Zodiac V4
4WD, visit www.zodiac.com.au/v4-4wdrobotic-pool-cleaner

CLEANERS

Image courtesy of Computer Designed Pools
www.cdpools.com.au

IN-FLOOR CLEANING
SYSTEMS
GETTING THE INSTALLATION RIGHT
Cliff Cooke

If you’ve never worked with in-floor cleaning systems, don’t be put off: it’s not as difficult as it first
seems. Cliff Cooke, Managing Director of Cooke Industries, shares his knowledge about in-floor cleaning
systems.

I

t’s important to understand that in-floor cleaning is a
complete system and needs to operate as such to be
effective and efficient. Heads must be located correctly,
drains and skimmer need to be active, the plumbing
layout must be efficient and pump size and flow need
to be adequate.

Back to basics: how does it work?
There are five essential components to an effective in-floor cleaning system:
• Cleaning heads
• Floor drain
• Skimmer
• Pump and filter
• Water actuator valve
The cleaning heads sweep debris towards the floor drain,
where it is removed from the pool. The disturbance caused by
the cleaning heads also lifts some fine debris to the surface of
the pool where it is caught by the skimmer.
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Water is drawn through the floor drain and is pumped through
the filter and sanitised before flowing through an actuator valve.
The valve directs water to different port runs where it flows to
the cleaning heads and the cycle begins again.
Cleaning heads rotate slightly with each action and sweep all
debris from the pool by completing a full circle approximately
every hour that the system is running.

Where to use
In-floor cleaning is suited to almost any pool or project. We’ve
installed them into many different projects, and as more people
learn about them, we’re receiving more enquiries for odd and
creative projects which we hadn’t considered previously.
We’ve been installing in-floor systems into horse training pools
for many years and they’re a great example of how adaptable these
systems can be. If people question our product’s durability, we simply
use the example that not even horses break our heads and drains!
In-floor cleaning systems are designed specifically for each
project and no pool is too large. We have in-floor systems installed
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Left: A standard cleaning head. Right: A venturi cleaning head.

in numerous commercial pools with many different demands,
including rehabilitation centres, swim schools and large resorts.
Systems can be installed to satisfy commercial turnover requirements and provide significant long-term advantages through
labour and chemical efficiency savings.

Venturi systems
All reputable systems which have been installed correctly will clean
a pool. Venturi systems, however, generate a more powerful and
efficient clean.
The advantages of the venturi design are the energy savings
and improved circulation. We can design an in-floor system which
operates on a single pump and will save the pool owner thousands
of dollars throughout the life of the pool.
The venturi skimmer uses the power of return water to generate
powerful skimming rates and direct all suction from the drain. This
process increases the power of all extraction points and eliminates
the need for a second pump.
Venturi cleaning heads generate further energy savings by
combining return flow and water from the pool to clean a larger
area. This allows the pool owner to wind down a variable speed
pump and generate substantial long-term energy savings.

The design process
The design process begins by analysing the shape and size of the
pool, including all steps, benches and features.
The pool’s dimensions will dictate the number of cleaning heads
required and their placement. In-floor cleaning system designers
use a CAD (computer-aided design) program to plot the heads
and ensure their cleaning radius overlaps sufficiently to clean all
areas of the pool.
Heads are first placed in the areas most difficult to clean: the
corners. The next closest heads are then plotted until the entire
pool is covered.
It’s important to remember that different models and styles
of heads have different capabilities and will be spaced differently. Again, it is the system which is important, not individual
components.
Once the designer has plotted the cleaning heads’ positions
and allowed for head loss to the pump room, the flow required
to operate the system effectively is calculated. The required flow
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Skimmer circulation.

will determine the project’s requirements for pipe, pump and
filtration size.

Installation considerations
The installation process can be complex, but shouldn’t be feared.
As long as simple instructions are followed and components are
installed as required, an in-floor cleaning system will always operate as expected.
If you’re a pool builder who has never worked with in-floor
cleaning systems, rest assured that all reputable companies will
support new builders and ensure they’re comfortable by providing
training and on-site backup where required.
Time is the most crucial factor new builders don’t make enough
allowance for. Most in-floor systems require an additional day of
plumbing before steel fixing and spraying can begin.
In-floor cleaning systems provide builders with an opportunity
to value-add and offer their clients a pool that they can enjoy
without all the hard work of manual cleaning. Such an approach
increases client referrals and is proven to be a more sustainable
business model.

Justifying the cost
In-floor cleaning systems provide more benefits than just cleaning.
They improve circulation and improve the chemical and heat efficiency of the pool. Water quality will be sensational, pool owners
will reduce their chemical use and a heating system, if installed,
will be more effective. In-floor systems are also more aesthetically
pleasing than suction and robotic cleaners.
In-floor cleaning is a lifestyle product. Pool owners won’t need
to lift robotic cleaners in and out of their pool and the pool will
always be ready to swim in. Automation is the future of our industry and in-floor cleaning is an important part of that movement.
An in-floor cleaning system is about lifestyle and enjoyment
of the family pool. In-floor systems can be automated so owners
have more time to enjoy their pool rather than work at cleaning
and maintaining it.
Pool owners want a pool which is always ready to swim in
and looks great. In-floor cleaning systems offer them a solution
to that problem.
Cooke Industries
www.cookeindustries.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
VOLTAGE STABILISATION PRODUCTS
SCE Energy Solutions offers a range of voltage stabilisation products
which ensure a flat voltage profile, harmonise three phases and
bring voltage down to an appropriate level. Voltage stabilisation
works by holding the incoming energy at a voltage that is best
suited to the application without compromising the supply.
The company estimates that more than 40% of the electricity
supplied to an aquatic centre or commercial business is wasted.
The voltage supplied to Australian businesses is rarely even and

OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES
Real Flame has launched the PitFire range of outdoor gas fireplaces.
Three configurations and five fireplace options are available.
The units are available in natural gas or LPG and can be installed
outside in a landscaped environment or in an alfresco area.
The range is available in three styles: a round model measuring
500 x 700 mm; a square model measuring 450 x 600 mm; and a
rectangle model available in both 600 x 400 mm and 800 x 400 mm.
Fireplace options include scoria, glass fragment, river pebbles and
glazed pebbles. A driftwood option is available for natural gas variants.
All models include a 316 stainless steel burner, tray and lid, plus
battery ignition. Alternative ignition options are also available, including
a 240 or 24 volt ignition and an air pressure switch for wet areas.
Real Flame
www.realflame.com.au
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clean. Voltage can change in minutes by as much as 10 V up and
down, and there can be as much as a 5 V difference between
the three phases.
According to the company, an aquatic centre can achieve
average energy savings of more than 10% by installing voltage
stabilisation.
The average voltage supplied from the Australian national grid
is 242 V (although this can vary between 216 and 253 V). The
nominal Australian voltage is actually 230 V. The additional voltage that is not required goes to waste but still costs business
owners money.
Poor 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics can also be an issue. Eliminating
harmonics that are created within a business site can help make
a business more efficient and reduce waste of electrical energy.
SCE Energy Solutions
www.sce-energysolutions.com.au
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ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
The I-Cleaner robotic pool cleaner is available through Supreme Heating. The cleaner has the
ability to collect large debris from swimming pools.
The cleaner filters 300 litres of water per minute and only requires 200 W of power. It includes
two drive motors that, according to the company, give it superior climbing capability. Available with
a 15 or 30 m tangle-resistant floating cable, the cleaner comes with a caddy and remote control.
The handheld remote enables the user to target specific, hard-to-clean areas. A self-contained
vacuum bag means users do not need to clean the cartridge or sand filter after vacuuming.
The internal vacuum bag needs only to be rinsed after use.
The user can select from three cycle times: 0.5, 1 and 2 h. The cleaner switches off automatically at the end of a cycle. Its sponge wheels make it suitable for all pool shapes and surfaces.
Four colours are available: light blue, deep blue, yellow and white. The cleaner complies with
Australian and New Zealand electrical standards.
Supreme Heating
www.supremeheating.com.au

VERTICAL GARDEN WALLS
The Greenwall Company offers a range of greenwalls, also known as vertical gardens,
which are suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Greenwalls can act as a natural air filter,
metabolising toxins in the air while releasing oxygen.
Greenwalls are soil-less vertical gardens grown on the surface of built structures. Having
no soil, the greenwall can be used on a building facade or wall where the use of soil is
not feasible.
Each greenwall has a built-in automated irrigation system, reducing maintenance. According to the company, a standard panel will require the equivalent of 4.5 showers’ worth
of water over a 12-month period, while the walls can be left to grow out and maintained
only a few times each year.
The walls and roof gabions are built from 94% recyclable materials.
The Greenwall Company
www.greenwall.com.au/
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OUTDOOR STRUCTURES

SEVEN REASONS TO CHOOSE

FABRIC STRUCTURES
With fabric structures offering a unique alternative to traditional roofing structures, fabric architect
MakMax Australia shares seven key reasons why facilities and venues of all types - and their architects
and designers - should consider using fabric structures.

F

abric structures:
1. Maximise natural light. The psychological and
physical health benefits of natural light are now well
established. Fabric structures allow for natural light to
filter through, illuminating rooms and enhancing the
overall mood and atmosphere.
2. Offer an energy-efficient solution. Fabric structures reduce
the need for artificial lighting during the day and regulate temperatures. They greatly reduce energy costs, which will translate
to significant cost savings.
3. Are lightweight. Fabric structures have the ability to span
long distances and achieve stunning visual effects while requiring
only a fraction of the structural support required by traditional
building materials.
4. Are weather resistant. High-quality fabric structures are
wind, rain, hail, fire and UV resistant. Not even Yasi, a Category
5 Cyclone that hit Far North Queensland in 2011, could bring
any MakMax’s structures down.
5. Have endless creative possibilities. There are limitless possibilities to what you can create using fabric. It is a sure way to
be able to stand out and produce something truly remarkable.
6. Are low maintenance. Fabric structures are mould and dirt
resistant and require very little maintenance and cleaning. In
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most cases, a little rain is sufficient to restore the surface back
to original.
7. Are sustainable and recyclable. No harsh cleaning chemicals
are required and most fabrics are recyclable, allowing you to care for
your environment and engage in environmentally responsible practices.
Specialising in long-lasting quality structures that operate with
the highest level of integrity, MakMax Australia has successfully
designed, fabricated and constructed tensile membrane solutions
for a range of leisure applications in recent years, with highprofile projects including Metricon Stadium on the Gold Coast,
Rockhampton’s Southside Memorial Pool and the Main Street
canopy at Warner Bros Movie World.
Projects undertaken this year include tearing down and replacing
Big Top Maroochydore’s landmark sails as part of a $20 million
redevelopment plan, the canopy roof overhanging the new Surf
Ryder at the Ryde Aquatic Centre and the award-winning One Spa
at RACV’s Royal Pines Resort on the Gold Coast.
The MakMax range includes architectural membrane structures
incorporating tensile and Tensotherm membrane roofing, fabric
structures, shade structures and shade sails, textile facade, textile
interiors, architectural car park shade structures and architectural
umbrellas including shade umbrellas and umbrella canopies.
Images courtesy of MakMax.
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LEARN-TO-SWIM PROGRESSION
SOFTWARE
The Swim Desk system from GreeneDesk
tracks progression and retention in learn-toswim programs.
Optimised to work on tablets such as iPads,
the system allows teachers to conduct and
track assessments with students on the pool
deck. The system allows clubs to improve
communication with parents, with one-click
email communication templates and a parent
portal where parents can stay informed about
their child’s swimming progress.
The software has been adopted by a number of Australian learn-to-swim programs. It
is suitable for leisure and swimming centres
aiming to improve their student retention.
GreeneDesk
www.greenedesk.com.au/

MULTI-LAYER COMPOSITE SOLAR COLLECTOR RANGE
Boss Solar’s Multi-Layer Composite range includes NanoTek Graphitic, Ultimate Blue
and Venetian Blue. The collectors are manufactured using co-extrusion technology and
nanopolymers.
The co-extrusion technology enables up to four different materials to be incorporated
into a single profile. The collectors’ matte outer finish offers good heating efficiency and
provides good puncture resistance.
The NanoTek Graphitic Collector’s outer tube is extruded with a UV Matte Black agent.
The inner tube uses the NanoTek Graphitic Compound, which is claimed to absorb up to
20% more incidental solar radiation than standard monopolymer solar collectors.
The Venetian Blue collector has a coloured PVC stripe co-extruded into the traditional
black solar collector. The black section faces the sun to optimise heat absorption, while
the coloured strip helps the panel blend into the roof, giving the illusion of full colour. A
standard range of colours is available to suit commonly used Colorbond roofing colours.
The Ultimate Blue’s blue inner tube has been designed to offer chemical and flex fatigue resistance, improved shape retention, increased resistance to pressure and ease of
installation. Manufactured using the black matting agent for the outer tube and web, it is
claimed to provide improved solar absorption, weather resistance and resilience against
mechanical damage and puncturing.
Ultimate Blue is available with the Venetian coloured strip collector.
Boss Solar
www.bosssolar.com.au

The only GreenTag certified,
designer linear grates and
drainage systems.
Only by Stormtech.

Architectural Pool Drainage.
Narrow profile, high capacity drainage systems for contemporary
pool design and construction, without compromise.
Website stormtech.com.au
Telephone 1300 653 403
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POOL INTERIOR
PRODUCTS

PAVILION

Skypebble has extended the colour
range of its pool interior products.
The products are available in three
finishes, based on three sizes of
pebbles: Pebblesheen, Pebblefina
and Skypebble Original.
The colours are a blend of pebbles
plus, in some cases, the addition of
Beadcrete glass bead or ceramic chip.
The actual water colour is produced
by the refraction of light as it passes
through water reflecting the pebble
surface. As a result, the shades
deepen with the pool depth.
Natural and blended products are available in 20 kg bags. This
is mixed on-site with cement and water, and in some instances the
addition of pigments sourced from parent company Pebbletec Inc in
the US, which give a wide colour range.
Pebblesheen pool finish uses a grade of pebbles of 1-2 mm in
size. Pebblefina pool finish provides a smooth surface with pebbles

GLASS MOSAIC TILE RANGE
Ezarri Australia has launched a range of glass mosaic tiles
based on the characteristics found in gemstones of the
Australian outback. The Gem range comprises five colours:
Aquamarine, Sapphire, Emerald, Topaz and Tourmaline.
The company’s design department says it has developed
each colour using combinations of the pearlescent effect
of tiles from the Iris range with colours from the Niebla
range to imitate the brilliance, colour and lustrous effects
of precious stone.
The Gem range is available only in Australia. Europe
Imports is the exclusive Australian distributor of Ezarri
mosaic tiles.
Europe Imports
www.europeimports.com.au

less than 1 mm in size. In Skypebble Original finish, naturally polished
pebbles create a texture with a non-slip surface.
The high silica content of all Skypebble pool linings gives a tough
finish that is resistant to pool chemicals. The products are suitable
for use with both new pools and pool renovations and are equally
suitable for use in residential and commercial pools.
Sky Pebble
www.skypebble.com.au
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CHLORINE:

THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE STORY
Alice Richard

While our inaugural Industry Roundtable participants
are undoubtedly experts in their fields, they’re not
the only experts in the industry. In the interest of
providing a balanced viewpoint on the future of
chlorine, we also spoke with three other industry
experts: John Griffin from Pool Ranger, Paul Simons
from Lo-Chlor and Phil Jones from Enviroswim.

O

ur three interviewees all agreed that chlorine is
likely to be around for some time yet.
“Even though there’s been a lot of gadgets
that have come out and a lot of variations on
machines, the basic method for the average pool
owner, the easiest method if you will, is still liquid chlorine
and calcium hypochlorite,” said Griffin.
“At the end of the day, when it comes to practical application, liquid chlorine and calcium hypochlorite are still extensively
used. So there’s not going to be any change in that, I don’t
believe, no matter what comes out onto the marketplace.”
Griffin says that availability, simplicity of use and habit are
three of the reasons people continue to use chlorine-based
systems.
“The change could occur of course - and it has occurred
- when you have a situation where the builder sector hooks
onto chlorination devices. And in this country it’s been salt
chlorinators, going back many years.
“But at the same time, even salt chlorinators sometimes
have to be boosted with the use of either stabilised chlorine or
calcium hyochlorite, particularly when it gets very hot and the
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chlorinator maybe is a bit under sized; it cannot chlorinate the
water in the swimming pool correctly and it turns green. The way
you fix it is you hit it with calcium hypo or stabilised chlorine.
So there’s always going to be a demand for that product.”

Is chlorine all it’s cracked up to be?
Jones had some independent testing of the Enviroswim product
done in 2001 at the Tweed Laboratory Centre, a NATA-accredited
facility. A chlorine-only system was compared with the Enviroswim ES1, an ioniser and ultrasonic system that included a
small amount of chlorine.
The chlorine-only system was tested with chlorine levels of
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mg/L, as was the Enviroswim system, with
copper at 0.43 mg/L and silver at 0.008 mg/L.
The NSW Health Department guidelines of the time stipulated
that any sanitiser needed to achieve a 4 log reduction of P.
aeruginosa within 30 seconds’ exposure to the sanitised water.
The researchers found that the ionised water achieved this
outcome within 30 seconds across the board. Jones says that
what’s really interesting was that chlorine was unable to achieve
this reduction at all - at any of the chlorine levels tested.
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bit of sodium bicarbonate and some pool acid that you can get
at Bunnings,” he said.
“We’ve been trying to get onto the APVMA. They are protecting
chemicals that keep the revenue flowing through the industry.”
Jones says that, when the APVMA instigated a recall of ionisers
for pools, its board of advisors included representatives from large
chemical companies. Combine this with the fact that the APVMA
takes a share of the profits from all chemical sales, and it’s easy
to see why Jones thinks there’s more to this situation than first
meets the eye.
“Why do they write guidelines when their baseline-approved existing
sanitisers don’t meet it? It’s to try and block [other systems]. That’s
my view. It’s to protect a multibillion-dollar industry,” Jones said.
“It’s ironic that we’ve got a system that can meet these protocols but can’t be registered with the APVMA as electronic devices
don’t fall under their jurisdiction.”

Battling the APVMA

Image courtesy Baden Pools
www.badenpools.com.au

Jones believes that the APVMA should reconsider chlorine’s
efficacy. He says that if chlorine were held to the same standards
as any new sanitising product put forward for approval, it would
never be approved in Australia.
“The big thing is, chlorine will not meet any of [the regulations] - the old ones or the new ones. We’ve searched the world
asking what data they’re basing it on and all that data goes back
to the 50s and 60s,” Jones said.
“The most recent test in the world done on chlorine was done
by Dr Paul Wright at Tweed Lab, to the government protocol of
the day, and chlorine failed miserably. The APVMA putting chlorine
through their guidelines would be an obvious course of action to me.
“You’ve got to prove that your existing baseline chemicals can
do what you’re requiring new technology to do. And I believe that
chlorine would not pass. It would fail miserably.”

A conspiracy theory?
Jones believes the APVMA has a vested interest in keeping chlorine
in pools and on the market.
“It’s a multibillion [dollar] business, but if they suddenly adopted
our pool alternative, the only thing they’re going to sell is a little
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All three of our interviewees have struggled in dealing with the
APVMA, in one way or another.
Griffin has resorted to using a consultant to handle any APVMA
paperwork. This particular consultant has previously worked with
the APVMA and understands the inner workings of the system something that saves him time and money.
“They’re very professional because they’ve been doing it for a
long time. They don’t make mistakes. One of the problems with the
APVMA is, if you make one error - just one error - they will reject
[your application] and you’ve got to start the process all over again.”
When asked whether the applicant pays a fee for both the
original and updated applications, Griffin replied, “Of course! You’re
talking about the government here!”
And applying to have a new product registered isn’t where the
costs end. There’s also a charge to keep the registration going,
plus a charge based on a company’s annual sales.
“We’ve got about 30+ registrations in with the APVMA. Once a
year you have to renew those registrations and it costs you $400
a unit to do it. So you do the sums,” said Griffin.
“Every year it costs us, with the amount of registrations we’ve
got, about $12,000. And we’re a small operator in the chemical
business, so you can imagine some of the majors - it’s costing
them a hell of a lot of money. You’ve got to keep the registration
going - and then you have to pay a fee on the annual sales of
those products as well.
“So if you do like we do, maybe $3 or $4 million a year in
chemical sales on registered products, that might cost us $15,000
or $16,000. So by the time you’ve finished with these guys they’ve
got you for thirty grand, in our case anyway.”

More regulation, less compliance?
Simons believes that the increased APVMA fees will actually lead
to lower compliance within the industry, since many companies
simply won’t be able to afford the $50,000+ in fees to register
new products and maintain that registration.
Not only will it lead to lower compliance, Simons says, but it
will also hamper growth in the industry. Since the cost to even
register a re-branded product has increased, most large manufacturers are now passing on that cost to their customers - meaning
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fewer customers will actually go ahead with rebranding. Similarly,
few new products will be introduced due to the increased cost, and
certainly most small or medium companies won’t be able to do this.
However, Simons says, it’s important that the industry doesn’t
lose sight of the fact that it is dealing with dangerous chemicals.
Both chlorine and acid are very volatile chemicals and other sanitisers and algaecides are considered dangerous goods.
Although the industry is very much hampered by red tape, Simons
believes that there needs to be a greater respect for chemicals
and an understanding of their potential to cause injury.
Simons predicts that regulations will only become stricter in the
future. The regulators tend to be reactive, rather than proactive - the
laws become tighter whenever there is an accident involving pool
chemicals. Although he sincerely hopes it never happens, Simons
says a death caused by pool chemicals will bring about significant
changes in the industry.
All it would take, he says, is for a consumer who is carrying a
container of acid and one of chlorine in the boot of their car to be
rear-ended and the chemicals to mix for a large explosion to occur.

out, you have to actually get certification from the council in
which you’re operating,” said Griffin.
“For example, we’re in Pittwater, and they would have a certifier
come in and they would issue us with a certificate of compliance,
or one of inspection so that they as a council - well, mostly, the
fire department - they know what you’re actually selling and what
you have in your warehouse because in the event of a fire or
any kind of disruption like that they’d like to know what they’re
up against.”
Simons predicts that dangerous goods regulations will continue to change the way chlorine is transported. As it currently
stands, chlorine tablets that contain 65% chlorine are classified
as dangerous goods, while tablets with 53% chlorine are not. This
discrepancy has led to more companies circumventing red tape
by producing the lower-chlorine variants, Simons says.
His opinion is that, regardless of the chlorine percentage, both
of these products are still dangerous goods. In addition, having
lower-chlorine variants on the market may lead to consumers having
a false sense of security about the products’ potential for danger.

More red tape

Tell us your side of the story

Griffin was obliged to engage a certifier to ensure that Pool
Ranger’s warehousing practices were up to scratch.
“As far as warehousing product is concerned, you never, ever
put chlorine products in proximity with other products, particularly
hydrochloric acid. And so when you actually lay your warehouse

Is there another side to the story that we haven’t covered here? We
want to hear about it! Get in touch: ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.
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Please note: Pool+Spa does not necessarily hold, nor endorse, the
opinions expressed by the above interviewees.
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Small industry, big
ideas
The swimming pool and spa industry is an essential component of our local and national economy. Our industry not
only provides excellent career opportunities in construction, retail, service and sales, but it also delivers goods
and services that generate corporate and individual wealth
along with tax revenue which contributes to both state and
federal treasuries.
As a niche industry, we have a lot to be proud of. But are
we working too hard, too long or can we work smarter by
thinking big?
Thinking small is important for stability, serviceability and
growth, but thinking big provides you with many possibilities
that you may not fully appreciate or understand until you
set your mind to thinking about what is possible.
Everyone has heard of the ‘placebo effect’, which explains
how a pill or treatment can provide some type of positive
benefit even though there is no evidence or real basis for it
to make a difference to your circumstances. This phenomenon is because belief is a powerful medicine which often
makes us feel better, even though the treatment itself is
of no real consequence.
If people can be fooled by the placebo effect then can
businesses also be fooled into believing they are better
than they really are just because everyone working there
thinks that way?
When you think big, you force your mind to challenge limiting
barriers and your brain begins to think outside the square.
Thinking big has an enormous effect on staff culture and
the way you are viewed by others. If you don’t think big for
your business and your team, then why should your staff
strive to be anything but small?
Thinking big in our industry is something worth investing in.
Thinking small can be contagious if not halted by dynamic
thinkers, doers and risk takers who accept the inevitability
of failures, and continue trying until they get things right or even make them great.
This is a wonderful industry only limited by our own view.
So let’s all think big and shoot for the stars, talk up our
industry, praise our colleagues
Spiros Dassakis
and congratulate our leaders.
I am certain that our industry,
our staff and our consumers
are more likely to listen and
‘buy in’ if we all get on board
the big bus.
Comments welcome:
spiros@spasa.org.au.
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CONNECTING
*

YOU TO THE POOL
INDUSTRY SINCE 1969

NEVER MISS OUT

ON AN OPPORTUNITY
AGAIN!
* conditions apply

1800 80 60 60
www.cordellprojects.com.au

SANITISING SOLUTIONS
The Aquajoy Unique chlorinator by Joy Pool Systems has
evolved over the years to become one of the most preferred
chlorinators used by the pool industry.

Our chlorinator will constantly generate chlorine to your
preferred output and is built for reliability. Quite simply, our
chlorinator is made in Australia for our climate and lifestyle.
Our climate is tough on pools and equipment.
Australians need a chlorinator that can handle all conditions.
The Aquajoy Unique chlorinator is backed with a 6 year
pro-rata warranty on the cell and 3 year full
warranty on the power pack.
JOY POOL SYSTEMS
Unit 21, 2 Richard Close, North Rocks, NSW 2151
Ph (02) 9630 5011 | Email sales@aquajoy.com.au

www.aquajoy.com.au
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SPASA Australia news

Associations unite
As recently announced, SPASA Australia, the SPASA Alliance
and SPRAA have agreed to merge and become SPASA Australia (AU).
This is historic news for all sectors of the industry. With unity
comes strength and the unification of these organisations
means a more strategic and effective approach to representing
the needs of more than 1250 members throughout Australia.
We are seeing the beginning of a new era for all aspects of
our industry from pool builders and suppliers to retail and
service businesses.
The introduction of national sector groups
The SPASA AU board wants to listen to the view of members
in each and every sector of the industry. Regardless of which
sector a member is aligned to, they will have an opportunity to
be included in the consultation and decision-making process.
The board has set up three initial National Sectors Groups
(NSGs): Pool & Spa Builders, Retail After-Market and Manufacturers & Suppliers. Additional NSGs may be formed depending
on future industry needs and emerging national issues.
The three NSGs will be formed of representatives of the states.
Each NSG will by supported by a SPASA AU board member
and will also receive administration support.
Each state will nominate a representative to the each of the
three NSGs and each NSG will meet biannually via telephone
conference or face to face.
The chair for each NSG will be selected by the SPASA AU
board. The NSG representation will be a volunteer position.
The NSGs can elect to attend a SPASA AU board meeting to
discuss strategy and policy recommendations.
Regional Sector Groups
Where a state does not have existing processes in place to
gather information about opportunities and issues affecting each
sector, it is recommended that the state introduce Regional
Sector Groups (RSGs). Any SPASA member who would like to
get involved should contact their local SPASA office.
As with the National Sector Groups, RSG representation will
be a volunteer position. RSGs will meet at least biannually.
The need for a national pool builder qualification
Following on from requests from pool builders to help raise
standards in the industry and create formal qualifications, SPASA
Australia has undertaken preliminary research and analysis.
SPASA Australia has a seat on CPSISC’s Construction Industry Advisory Committee (CIAC) and so we are well placed to
progress and convey the importance of such qualifications.
The 2014 national awards process
The SPASA Australia National Awards recognise the best of the
best of finalists put forward in the various categories by SPASA
Queensland, Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria.
These finalists will be available in November on the SPASA
Australia website: www.spasa.com.au.
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PAVERS
Boral has added two colours to its concrete paver range, with a Charcoal coloured paver added to the Boral Abode range and a Bluestone
coloured paver added to the Boral Stoneworks Travertine range.
Both pavers are available in standard and bullnose format, making
them suitable for steps, paths, courtyards and poolside applications.
The Abode pavers, measuring 450 x 450 mm, are available in four
colours: Charcoal, Latte, Linen and Biscotti.

SUBMERSIBLE DRILL
The Nemo Underwater Drill from Nemo Power Tools is
a cordless, battery-operated submersible drill that can

The Stoneworks Travertine range includes three colours: Bluestone,
Chalk and Smoke. The pavers measure 500 x 500 mm.
Boral

be used underwater to a depth of 10 m.
Two LED lights are built into the drill housing for use

www.boral.com.au

after dark. The drill has a 10 mm stainless steel chuck
and an 18 V Li-ion battery pack.
The drill is suitable for those in the pool and spa
service industry. Its net weight (with battery) is 3 kg.
It can also be used on dry land; however, when in
heavy use on dry land, it may require periodic dunking in
water to cool the equipment as the motor heat-sinks are
built into the alloy drill handle and casing for dispersion
of the operational temperature to the water.
Nemo Power Tools
www.nemopowertools.com

Specialists In Unique Stainless Steel Designs

Crave Stainless Designs is an Australian owned business which supplies to both stores
and homes with high quality stainless steel products. With the unique and clean look
of stainless steel our water features include stacked stone, slate tile, glass, mirrored
stainless steel, patterned stainless steel and mirrored glass. Crave also manufactures sheer
descents and sheer descent kits for projecting and cascading waterfall effects. Crave
specialises in other stainless steel products such as indoor and outdoor tables, splash
backs and handrails.
Also available for purchase on eBay.

www.cravedesigns.com.au
Unit 3, 28 Jones Street, Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
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Tel: 0418 712 211
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Fax: 02 6925 9334
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E: craiga695@gmail.com
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JOB FUNCTION
(please choose one only)
1

Management - Director/C-level

2

Management - Specialist

20 Business Owner

REGISTER TODAY FOR YOUR

FREE SUBSCRIPTION
If you live in Australia† and your job title matches those on this form, we will deliver
you 6 complimentary issues a year!

THREE QUICK WAYS TO REGISTER

13 Consultant
14 Contractor/Tradesperson
16 Education/Training
3

Engineer - Electrical

6

Engineer - Project

15 OHS/EHS
7

Purchasing/Procurement

19 Sales/Marketing
12 Scientific Officer - QA
23 Scientist
17 Student - Undergrad/Apprentice
10 Technical Officer

 WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU/SUBSCRIBE

8

 FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM TO (02) 9489 1265
 MAIL THIS COMPLETED FORM TO LOCKED BAG 1289 WAHROONGA NSW 2076

Technician - Maintenance/Service

INDUSTRY
(please choose one only)
1

Agriculture/Rural

2

Building/Construction

3

Chemicals/Allied Products

40 Cleaning
50 Consulting/Contracting
6

Education/Training

8

Engineering Services

9

Environmental Services

17 Government
20 Health/Medical
43 Information Technology
21 Instrumentalities (eg CSIRO)
26 Laboratory - Analytical
Photo: Walter Glover

*All fields required to qualify for your FREE magazine

27 Laboratory - Clinical/Medical
28 Laboratory - Life Sciences

NAME*

44 Landscaping
30 Manufacturing

JOB TITLE*

46 Plumbing
35 Retail/Wholesale/Hire

ORGANISATION NAME*

36 Service/Maintenance

ADDRESS*

38 Testing/Certification (eg NATA)

POSTCODE*

COUNTRY*

39 Utilities

PHONE NUMBER*

MOBILE NUMBER*

COMPANY SIZE
(please choose one only)

EMAIL*
SIGNATURE*
JOB FUNCTION* [
] INDUSTRY* [
[select one from lists to the right>]

DATE*
] COMPANY SIZE* [

]

[ ] I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO RECEIVE THE POOL + SPA E-NEWSLETTER
PRIVACY POLICY AVAILABLE ONLINE AT WWW.WESTWICK-FARROW.COM.AU
† For qualified industry professionals outside Australia, the digital magazine and eNewsletters are available FREE of charge.
If you would like the print magazine, contact circulation@westwick-farrow.com.au for subscription prices in your region.
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PROJECT COMPLETE
KEEPING THE PIES WARM AND COLD

Love them or hate them, Collingwood Football Club is one of the bestknown sporting clubs in Australia. The club has in fact been rated as
one of Australia’s most popular football clubs, attracting an average
crowd size of almost 60,000 and having highest cumulative television
audience of any team in the country.
The team trains at the Westpac Centre, formerly the site of the
1956 Summer Olympics. Prior to a $10 million makeover in 2012-13,
the facility had only a 25 m lap pool, a spa and ice baths. As part of the
redevelopment, hot and cold recovery pools were designed and installed
by Commercial Aquatics Australia.
Initial design consultations highlighted the need for the pools to cater
to all players, from the tallest of ruckmen to the likes of Dane Swan.
Each jet in the pools was specifically designed to address different
needs: some are designed for players’ hamstrings and others for the
back and neck. Both pools also include a deep section to enable players
to fully stretch out. It was a key element of the client’s brief to have
the best mix of pools for an elite sporting team. During both training
during the week and after games, the full list of players can use the
three pools in rotation.
A short time frame and space constrictions meant that Myrtha
modular technology was used to build the pools. These new structures
were built inside the existing Melbourne Swimming & Diving Centre
1956 Olympic Games Pool, making access difficult. The dive pool walls
are still visible in the pool plant room below.
The Myrtha Renovaction modular system enabled the new pool walls
to be fixed directly to the existing concrete. This system is typically used
on existing concrete swimming pools which have become maintenance
nightmares with constant tile replacements and high water losses.
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The Myrtha Renovaction system has become a great alternative for
repairing old pools to the tradition of demolishing and building entire
new pools. Each pool at Collingwood was built from modular stainless
steel panels, which are only 900 mm wide, therefore making installation
much easier. The warm water pool was fitted with modular seats and
finger walls to give players space to not only recover but relax. Using
the Myrtha technology enabled Commercial Aquatics to build the pool
structures in a record five weeks.
The existing 25-metre lap pool was also refitted with a new balance
tank and chemistry control upgrades. Fully automated ProMinent
chemistry systems ensure staff need only spend minimal time in the
pool plant.
The warm water recovery pool is maintained at 34°C, while the
cold water recovery pool is kept at a chilly 12°C by Accent chillers. The
nearby lap pool sits at 27°C.
The Collingwood Football Club hydrotherapy pools won Gold in the
Best Commercial Pool Over $250,000 in the SPASA Victoria 2014
Awards of Excellence.
Project specifications:
• Architect: Croxon Ramsay Architects
• Project management: Coffey Projects
• Interior construction: Schiavello
• Filtration: Waterco sand and cartridge filters
• Heating and cooling: Accent chillers and gas heat exchange systems
• Sanitising: ProMinent Fluid Controls
• Pumps: AstralPool and Waterco
Commercial Aquatics Australia
www.commercialaquatics.com.au
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Coming
Events
November
What: Piscine Global Exhibition
When: 18 to 21 November
Where: Lyon, France
Website: www.piscine-expo.com

December
What: Canadian Pool and Spa Conference and Expo
When: 1 to 4 December
Where: Toronto, Canada
Website: www.poolandspaexpo.ca
What: Salon Piscine & Bien-être
When: 6 to 14 December
Where: Paris, France
Website: www.salonpiscineparis.com

2015
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What: Forumpiscine 2015
When: 19 to 21 February
Where: Bologna, Italy
Website: www.forumpiscine.it

March
What: Piscine Expo 2015 - Maroc
When: 4 to 7 March
Where: Casablanca, Morocco
Website: www.piscineexpomaroc.com
What: aquatherm and Egypt Pool
When: 26 to 28 March
Where: Cairo, Egypt
Website: www.aquathermeg.com
What: Qatar Pool & Spa Expo (QPS) 2015
When: 26 to 29 March
Where: Doha, Qatar
Website: www.htsxpo.com/qps.aspx

January

May

What: UK Pool & Spa Expo
When: 22 to 24 January 2015
Where: Birmingham, UK
Website: www.ukpoolspa-expo.co.uk

What: Sauna, Spa & Pool China 2015
When: 9 to 11 May
Where: Guangzhou, China
Website: www.poolspabathchina.com

February

October

What: Spatex 2015
When: 1 to 3 February
Where: Coventry, UK
Website: www.spatex.co.uk

What: Piscina Barcelona 2015
When: 20 to 23 October
Where: Barcelona, Spain
Website: www.salonpiscina.com

What: Aqua-Therm Moscow
When: 3 to 6 February 2015
Where: Moscow, Russia
Website: www.aquatherm-moscow.com

What: aquanale 2015
When: 27 to 31 October
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.aquanale.de
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All material published in this magazine is published in good
faith and every care is taken to accurately relay information
provided to us. Readers are advised by the publishers to ensure
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